
Advanced Math: Closing the Equity Gap
Minority and low-income students are less likely to have access to, enroll in and succeed in higher-level 
math courses in high school than their more advantaged peers. Under these circumstances, higher-level 
math courses function not as the intellectual and practical boost they should be, but as a filter that screens 
students out of the pathway to success. 

Education doesn’t add up for too many low-income and minority students.

 ■ There are inequities by race. About 71 percent of Black and Hispanic graduates take Algebra II and/or  
 some trigonometry, compared with 83 percent of Asian and 77 percent of white graduates.

 ■ There are also inequities by the socioeconomic status of a school.  About 71 percent of students in   
       schools with at least three-quarters of students eligible for free/reduced lunch take Algebra II and/or  
 some trigonometry, compared with 80 percent of students in high-income schools.1

The problem is a lack of opportunity, not ambition.

 ■  Nationally, only about 17 percent of U.S. 12th graders are prepared for and interested in pursuing science, 
mathematics, engineering or technology (STEM) degrees; another 14 percent are interested in STEM but 
lack the necessary proficiency in mathematics. Black students are the most likely to be interested in STEM 
degrees but unprepared in mathematics (about 25 percent compared to 11 percent of White students). 
They are also the most likely to be neither interested nor prepared for STEM degrees among all races/
ethnicities.2

 ■ While 82 percent of the schools (in diverse districts) serving the fewest Hispanic and Black students offer  
 Algebra II, only 65 percent of the schools serving the most Black and Hispanic students offer students the  
 same course. 

 ■ Similarly, less than a third of high schools serving the most Hispanic and African-American students offer  
 Calculus, compared to 50 percent of all schools.3

Advanced math advances equity.■ 

 ■  In college success: Taking advanced math has a greater influence on whether students will graduate from 
college than any other factor—including family background. For those who go straight to college, taking 
advanced math in high school boosts college completion rates from 36 to 59 percent among low-income 
students and from 45 to 69 percent among Latino students.4
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 ■ In economic opportunity: Taking advanced mathematics has a direct impact on future earnings. All else   
 being equal, inequities in advanced math courses account for one-quarter of the income gap between students  
 from low-income and middle-class families ten years after graduation from high school.5

 ■ Black, male students particularly benefit in terms of annual earnings later on, with each additional mathematics  
 course completed increasing their annual earnings by 8 percent on average.6
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